No Evidence of Myocardial Oxygen Deprivation in Nonischemic Heart Failure
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Background—Whether the myocardium in nonischemic heart failure experiences oxygen limitation remains a long-standing controversy. We addressed this question in patients with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) using a dual approach. First, we tested the changes in myocardial oxygenation between rest and stress states, using oxygenation-sensitive cardiovascular magnetic resonance. Second, we sought to assess the functional consequences of oxygen limitation at rest by measuring myocardial energetics before and after short-term oxygen supplementation.

Methods and Results—Twenty-six subjects (14 DCM and 12 normal) underwent cardiac magnetic resonance imaging at 3 Tesla to assess cardiac volumes, function, oxygenation, and first-pass perfusion (0.03 mmol/kg Gd-DTPA bolus) at stress and rest (4–6 minutes IV adenosine, 140 μg/kg per minute). Signal intensity change (SIΔ) and myocardial perfusion reserve index (MPRI) were measured from oxygenation and perfusion images, respectively. Furthermore, the effect of oxygen supplementation on resting myocardial energy metabolism was tested using 31P MR spectroscopy, measuring PCr/ATP ratios in both groups at baseline and after 4 hours of oxygen via facemask in the DCM group. During stress, there were equivalent rises in rate pressure product in both groups (DCM, 76±15% and normal, 79±9%; P=0.84). MPRI was significantly reduced in DCM (1.51±0.11 versus normal 1.86±0.10; P=0.03). However, there was no difference in oxygenation between groups: SIΔ in DCM 17±3% versus normal 20±2% (P=0.38). Furthermore, at a left ventricular segmental level, there was no correlation between oxygenation-sensitive SIΔ and MPRI (R=0.06; P=0.43). Resting PCr/ATP was reduced in DCM (1.66±0.07 versus normal 2.12±0.06; P=0.002). With oxygen supplementation, there was no change in PCr/ATP (1.61±0.08; P=0.58; Δ=0.04±0.05). There was also no effect of oxygen on systolic function (ejection fraction pre oxygen, 34±1%; post oxygen, 36±2%; P=0.46; Δ 2±1%).

Conclusions—Our results demonstrate dissociation between microvascular dysfunction and oxygenation in DCM, suggesting that the impairment of perfusion is not sufficient to cause deoxygenation during stress. Cardiac energetics are unaffected by oxygen supplementation, indicating the absence of relevant myocardial hypoxia at rest. Our study suggests that novel treatments for nonischemic heart failure should focus on efforts to directly target cardiomyocyte function and metabolism rather than oxygen delivery and microvascular function. (Circ Heart Fail. 2015;8:1088-1093. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCHEARTFAILURE.114.002169.)
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A substantial body of evidence supports the argument that attenuated myocardial blood flow, whether at rest or during physiological/pharmacological stress, is frequently encountered in dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM).1−3 An abnormal coronary flow reserve in DCM seems to independently portend a poorer cardiac prognosis.4 In the absence of obstructive epicardial coronary disease, this reduction in flow has been inferred to represent an impaired coronary microcirculation with resultant hypoxia.
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law has been proposed to compress intramyocardial vessels and contribute to microvascular disease. Impaired endothelial function (dependent and independent of nitric oxide) is known to contribute to microvascular dysfunction. At least in animal models of cardiomyopathy, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors improve myocardial perfusion both in pattern and magnitude. Finally, structural and functional abnormalities of myocardial resistance vessels (ie, arterioles) have been proposed to be important determinants of myocardial perfusion in a variety of cardiac conditions (eg, ischemia) and may contribute to the perfusion patterns in DCM.

It has been assumed that, in this scenario, impaired myocardial blood flow results in inadequate tissue oxygenation. As a corollary, hypoxia-inducible transcription factor pathway is activated in human heart failure, as adduced from the induction of ABCG2 (ATP-binding cassette sub-family G member 2), VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor), and BNIP3 (BCL2/adenovirus E1B 19kDa interacting protein 2). Chronic hypoxia-inducible transcription factor-1 stabilization, putatively acting through altered metabolism, deleterious calcium fluxes and activation of proapoptotic pathways, has been proposed to accelerate DCM progression.

Despite the intuitive logic of this pathological sequence (ie, invoking pathogenesis of DCM leading to structural and functional changes resulting in microvasculopathy with rest and stress perfusion defects possibly resulting in adverse molecular consequences of hypoxia and hence progression of disease), tissue oxygenation, especially in the context of physiological/pharmacological stress, has never been directly measured in human DCM. Likewise, at rest, abnormal cardiac energetics is well established as a predictor of mortality in DCM. However, whether tissue hypoxia contributes to the impaired cardiac high-energy phosphate metabolism and function at rest in patients with DCM is unknown.

In this study, we asked the question whether the nonischemic failing human myocardium is oxygen limited. We addressed this by testing whether, in DCM, the oxygenation response to stress is appropriate, and whether resting cardiac function and high-energy phosphate metabolism are improved with inhaled supplemental oxygen (increasing myocardial oxygenation as has been validated in animal models). If this were the case, then mechanisms to improve oxygen delivery and use would be important targets for therapeutic intervention in treating patients with chronic heart failure because of DCM. To do so, we exploited hemoglobin’s differences in magnetic susceptibility in its diamagnetic oxygenated and paramagnetic deoxygenated state (oxygenation-sensitive cardiovascular magnetic resonance [CMR] imaging).

Methods

Ethics and Study Population

The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee and informed written consent was obtained from all subjects. Fourteen patients with DCM were recruited from the Heart Failure clinic at the Oxford University Hospitals National Health Service (NHS) Trust. DCM was defined as cardiac dilatation >55 mm and left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction <40% on a clinically indicated transthoracic echocardiography, in the absence of flow limiting coronary artery disease, assessed using invasive coronary angiography. All participants were class II–III New York Heart Association and stable on optimum-tolerated heart failure treatment for at least 6 months, as assessed by their treating physician. Normal controls (12 subjects) were matched for age and sex. Control subjects had no history of cardiac disease, hypertension, family history of cardiomyopathy, or sudden death and had a normal 12-lead ECG. No subjects in either group had a history of smoking or contraindications for MR scanning. All participants were instructed to refrain from caffeine-containing drinks in the 24 hours preceding the study.

CMR Protocol

All CMR examinations were performed on a Siemens 3T Trio MR system (Siemens Healthcare Erlangen, Germany). In the oxygen supplement arm, subjects were scanned on room air, then fitted with an oxygen face mask (10 L/min using a nonrebreathing mask) outside the scan room for 4 hours while resting comfortably and supplemental oxygen was administered during the follow-up scan protocol. Figure 1 shows the scan protocol.

Cardiac Function

Cardiac volumes and ejection fraction were calculated based on a short-axis stack taken as a series of single breath-hold balanced steady-state free precession cine images as previously described. Each acquisition was prospectively ECG gated, with sequence parameters of flip angle, 50°; repetition time (TR), 3 ms; echo time, 1.5 ms; temporal resolution, 60.3 ms; and 8-mm thick with 3-mm gap.

Oxygenation-Sensitive CMR

Oxygenation-sensitive or blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) CMR was performed acquiring basal, midventricular, and apical slices at mid-diastole using a T2-prepared ECG-gated steady-state free precession sequence with the following parameters: TR/echo time, 2.86/1.43 ms; T2 preparation time, 40 ms; matrix, 168×192; field of view, 340×340 mm; slice thickness, 8 mm; and flip angle, 44°. Each BOLD image was obtained during a single breath-hold during 6 heart beats. Two images of the same slice were acquired at rest and at peak stress (3–4 minutes of adenosine infusion, 140 μg/kg per minute).

Myocardial Perfusion Reserve Index

MPRI was measured on the same basal, midventricular, and apical slices used for oxygenation measurement. Images were acquired during peak stress after commencement of adenosine as previously described. Stress perfusion was measured for every heart beat during the first pass of a bolus of intravenous magnetic resonance contrast agent (0.03 mmol/kg body weight of Gadobamide, Omniscan; GE Healthcare, Amersham, United Kingdom, injection rate, 6 mL/s) followed by a saline flush of 15 mL at the same rate, using a T1-weighted fast gradient echo sequence. Perfusion pulse sequence parameters were as follows: echo time, 0.96 ms; TR, 2 ms; saturation recovery time, 95 ms; voxel size, 2.1×2.6×8 mm3; flip angle, 17°; and slice thickness, 8 mm. Rest perfusion imaging was performed after at least 25 minutes and another dose of contrast (0.03 mmol/kg body weight) was given. Heart rate and blood pressure were measured before, at 2-minute intervals during and after adenosine stress.

31P-Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

All 31P-magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) were acquired at 3 Tesla using acquisition-weighted chemical shift imaging, with 10 averages in...
### Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Study Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DCM (n=14)</th>
<th>Normal (n=12)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>58±2</td>
<td>57±3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, n (%)</td>
<td>10 (71)</td>
<td>9 (75)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejection fraction (%)</td>
<td>33±1</td>
<td>69±1</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-diastolic volume, mL</td>
<td>200±20</td>
<td>142±12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-systolic volume, mL</td>
<td>125±17</td>
<td>47±4</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV mass index</td>
<td>74±4</td>
<td>57±4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYHA class 1/2/3/4 (n)</td>
<td>0/10/4/0</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE/ARB, n (%)</td>
<td>14 (100)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Blockers, n (%)</td>
<td>14 (100)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spironolactone, n (%)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digoxin, n (%)</td>
<td>2 (14)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop diuretic, n (%)</td>
<td>8 (57)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin</td>
<td>14±0.3</td>
<td>14±0.2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACE indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme; ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker; DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; LV, left ventricle; NA, not applicable; and NYHA, New York Heart Association.

### Image Analysis

#### Evaluation of LV Systolic Function

LV short-axis epicardial and endocardial borders were manually contoured at end-diastole and end-systole for determining end-diastolic volume, end-systolic volume, and stroke volume (SV). Commercially available software (Argus version VA60C, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) was used. LV mass was calculated based on previous knowledge of myocardial-specific density (1.05 g/cm³).

### Statistical Analysis

All data are expressed as mean±SE and checked for normality using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. In addition, all data were plotted to confirm that they are normally distributed. Comparisons between the groups were performed using independent t tests, whereas comparisons within groups were performed using paired t tests. Fisher exact test was used to compare discrete data.

### Oxygenation Analysis

#### QMass Software

Spectra were direct current corrected and baseline corrected based on the last half of acquired data points. Spectral peaks were imported into Java Magnetic Resonance User Interface and fitted using the Advanced Method of Accurate, Robust, and Efficient Spectroscopic fitting algorithm making use of previous knowledge relating to the relative peak frequencies, amplitudes, phases, and β-coupling patterns.

Spectral peak areas were corrected for nuclear overhauser effect, using correction factors determined by previous experiment: nuclear overhauser effect correction factors used were PCr 0.80, β-ATP 0.88, α-ATP 0.88, γ-ATP 0.79, 2, 3-DPG 0.70. Correction for radiofrequency saturation was calculated for each subject using the TR and experimentally determined excitation flip angle at the chosen voxel and T1 values from the literature: PCr 3.8 s, γ-ATP 2.4 s, α-ATP 2.5 s, β-ATP 2.7 s, 2,3-DPG 1.39 s, and PDE 1.1 s. The resulting peak areas of the 3 ATP signals were averaged and corrected for blood contamination by subtracting 11% of the 2, 3-DPG peak area.

#### Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as mean±SE. DCM indicates dilated cardiomyopathy; and RPP, rate pressure product.

### Table 2. Haemodynamic Data at Rest and During Adenosine Infusion for the Study Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DCM</th>
<th>Normal Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>Stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate, beats per minute</td>
<td>61±3</td>
<td>85±3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure, mmHg</td>
<td>117±3</td>
<td>133±7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPP, beats per minute&lt;mmHg</td>
<td>7249±687</td>
<td>11502±998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise in RPP with stress, %</td>
<td>76±15</td>
<td>79±9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as mean±SE. DCM indicates dilated cardiomyopathy; and RPP, rate pressure product.
Results

Study Groups and Functional Measurements
Subject characteristics are described in Table 1. There were no differences in age and sex between the DCM and normal groups. As expected, the DCM group had significantly lower ejection fraction than the normal group (33±1% versus 69±1%; P<0.0001) as well as significantly higher end-diastolic volumes (200±20 mL versus 142±12 mL; P=0.02). During adenosine stress, there was an equivalent rise in rate pressure product in both the groups (DCM, 76±15%; normal, 79±9%; P=0.84), Table 2.

Perfusion and Oxygenation Response to Stress
During adenosine infusion, stress perfusion was blunted in DCM compared with normal (DCM, 1.51±0.11; normal, 1.86±0.10; P=0.03; Figure 2), in keeping with previous reports of abnormal perfusion in DCM. However, in spite of this, in DCM, the oxygenation response to vasodilator stress was not significantly different from normal (BOLD SIΔ DCM, 17±3%; normal, 20±2%; P=0.56; Figure 2). To put these numbers in context, using similar methods, we have previously published significantly lower BOLD SIΔ in patients with coronary artery disease (3±1%), hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (7±1%), and aortic stenosis (5±9%). Furthermore, in DCM on a segmental level, there was no significant correlation between BOLD SIΔ and MPRI (R=0.06; P=0.43).

Cardiac Energetics During Short-Term Oxygen Supplementation
BOLD imaging can detect oxygenation difference between rest and stress states, but does not measure absolute oxygenation levels. The myocardial oxygenation findings, therefore, did not rule out the possibility of an oxygen deficit during resting conditions. To test whether oxygen was limiting in the nonischemic failing myocardium at rest, we measured cardiac energetics before and after 4 hours of oxygen supplementation. At baseline, the PCr/ATP ratio was significantly reduced in DCM (1.66±0.07; normal, 2.12±0.06; P=0.002; Figure 3). In DCM, 4 hours of oxygen supplementation did not result in any change in the cardiac PCr/ATP ratio (1.61±0.08; P=0.58; Δ=0.04±0.05; Figure 3). Moreover, there was no effect of oxygen supplementation on systolic function (EF pre oxygen, 34±1%; post oxygen, 36±2%; P=0.46; Δ 2±1%; Figure 3). These findings suggest that in DCM neither cardiac function nor cardiac energetics were acutely limited by oxygen availability. Figure 4 shows an example of spectra obtained pre and post oxygen supplementation.

Discussion
Whether myocardial oxygenation is a limiting factor in human nonischemic heart failure is an important question. On the one hand, experimental studies using 31P- and 1H-MRS in large animals led by Zhang group have not found evidence for such deoxygenation.25 On the other hand, this question has, to date, not been examined in human myocardium, and a body of literature is accumulating describing both microvascular dysfunction in DCM and maladaptive ensuing sequelae of hypoxia, including hypoxia-inducible transcription factor-1α stabilization. Consequently, the noninvasive detection of hypoxia in cardiac tissue has the potential to be an important prognostic biomarker. The presence of hypoxia has been inferred as a consequence of microvascular dysfunction. The observation that even healthy subjects

Figure 2. Oxygenation and stress perfusion measurements. Error bars are ±SE. Blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) signal intensity change (SIΔ) indicates BOLD SIΔ. DCM indicates dilated cardiomyopathy; and MPRI, myocardial perfusion reserve index.

Figure 3. The effect of oxygen supplementation on PCr/ATP and ejection fraction in dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). Error bars are ±SE.
experience deterioration in cardiac function and energy metabolism in the context of sustained hypoxia represents a rationale for this pathological sequence.\(^\text{13}\)

Set against this background, we now measured the myocardial oxygen response to stress in DCM with a direct comparison with perfusion reserve on a per segment basis. The principal finding of our study is that, although we confirm that patients with DCM have impaired myocardial perfusion reserve, our oxygenation-sensitive CMR studies, reflecting tissue hemoglobin saturation, suggest that there is no disturbance of the oxygen supply/demand balance in these patients during stress. Additionally in DCM, although there are alterations in cardiac volumes, function and energy metabolism, short-term oxygen supplementation does not improve these changes. In aggregate, these data suggest that hypoxia does not contribute significantly to the pathogenesis of DCM.

### Oxygenation Response to Vasodilator Stress

The lack of a correlation between BOLD SI\(_\Delta\) and MPRI \((R=0.06; P=0.43)\) suggests that despite the confirmation of microvascular dysfunction as indicated by reduced myocardial perfusion reserve in DCM, this seems not to be severe enough to affect the oxygen supply/demand balance. This contrasts with observations in coronary artery disease, reporting that BOLD SI\(_\Delta\) was significantly lower in segments supplied by coronary arteries with fractional flow reserve <0.8.\(^\text{26}\) Nevertheless, Karamitsos et al\(^\text{19}\) validated BOLD against myocardial perfusion assessed by positron emission tomography in patients with coronary artery disease and concluded that in this population, reduced perfusion does not always lead to deoxygenation. Moreover, Arnold et al.\(^\text{27}\) in comparing BOLD with first-pass perfusion in patients with CAD on a segment-based analysis, provided further evidence that a dissociation between oxygenation and perfusion can exist even in coronary artery disease.

This study confirms the finding of reduced resting PCr/ATP ratio in nonischemic heart failure.\(^\text{28}\) However, our data now provide further mechanistic insight and suggest that abnormal resting PCr/ATP ratio in DCM is not explained by the acute consequences of tissue hypoxia. Therefore, the more likely mechanisms responsible are the chronic consequences of molecular remodeling, including changes in substrate use,\(^\text{30,31}\) mitochondrial structure and function,\(^\text{31}\) and high-energy transfer and use.\(^\text{32}\)

### Limitations

Although this study was relatively small with 14 patients, it was powered adequately for the novel end point of oxygenation-sensitive CMR in DCM. Nevertheless, it remains an important caveat that the lack of myocardial hypoxia may not be germane to all categories of DCM. Furthermore, in this study, oxygen supplementation was given for 4 hours. Whether the adaptive consequences of chronic hypoxia are sustained (eg, hibernation) and require prolonged tissue oxygenation to ameliorate gene expression and lead to an improvement in cardiac function and energy metabolism remains unclear, and further studies would be needed to investigate this possibility.

### Conclusions and Clinical Implications

Our results demonstrate dissociation between microvascular dysfunction and oxygenation in DCM, suggesting that the impairment of perfusion is inadequate to cause myocardial deoxygenation during stress. We also demonstrate that cardiac function and energetics are unaffected by short-term oxygen supplementation, suggesting that there is no significant disturbance of the oxygen supply/demand balance at rest. Our findings therefore suggest that novel treatments for nonischemic heart failure should focus on efforts to directly target cardiomyocyte function and metabolism, rather than oxygen delivery and microvascular function.
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**CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE**

It remains controversial whether the myocardium in nonischemic heart failure is oxygen deprived. It is well recognized that in spite of normal epicardial coronary anatomy, a decreased coronary flow reserve does exist, and this is an independent predictor of mortality in nonischemic heart failure. It has been assumed that this abnormal flow reflects inadequate tissue oxygenation. However, tissue oxygenation in human hearts with nonischemic heart failure has never been directly measured. We sought to answer these unknowns by investigating the changes in myocardial oxygenation in these hearts at rest and during stress. We also investigated the effect of oxygen supplementation on myocardial energetics at rest, hypothesizing that, if oxygen availability limits energy metabolism and function at rest, oxygen supplementation would improve both. We employed sophisticated cardiac magnetic resonance imaging techniques to measure perfusion, oxygenation, and energetics. We show that in nonischemic heart failure, as expected, there is significantly reduced myocardial perfusion reserve with stress, and now demonstrate that, despite this, there is no impairment of oxygenation. Furthermore, at rest cardiac energetics are significantly reduced and administration of supplemental oxygen does not improve this abnormal metabolic profile and left ventricular systolic function. This observed dissociation between microvascular dysfunction and preserved oxygenation during stress and the lack of improvement in cardiac function and energetics with oxygen supplementation at rest suggest the absence of relevant hypoxia in these hearts at both rest and stress. We suggest development of treatments for patients with nonischemic heart failure should target cardiomycocyte function and metabolism rather than optimization of oxygen delivery.
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